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WHY NEIGHBORHOOD
GROUPS?
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The first question we need to answer before moving forward is - why do we even do Life

Groups at The Journey? Corporate worship services are important, but it's not everything.

Here are 4 reasons why smaller groups are a priority to us, to this church, and to God.

1. SMALLER GROUPS ARE BIBLICAL

Groups are all about community and community is a theme we see throughout Scripture.

From the Old Testament Jews who gathered in synagogues, to the 12 disciples who shared

life with Jesus for three years, to the Early Church who gathered in homes to worship, study

the scriptures, share their belongings with one another, and exercise their spiritual gifts.

Throughout the New Testament, small groups were vibrant, life-giving communities. Small

groups built up the church and were instrumental in reaching a lost world for Christ.

Something that is still true today!

2. SMALLER GROUPS ARE RELATIONAL

We were created to crave a relationship with God and with others. When we gather together

in groups, we discover strength to weather the storms, wisdom to aid our tough life decisions,

assurance that God is with us, and encouragement to stay the course. We are imperfect,

messy people helping other imperfect, messy people as we take next steps together towards

Jesus. 

3. SMALLER GROUPS ARE ORGANIZATIONAL

As churches accomplish the mission of Jesus, organization becomes a necessity to ensure

that intentional, personal spiritual investment is occurring across the Body of Christ. Groups

ensure everyone is cared for, yet no single person is carrying the burden of care for too many.

We create systems of care where all different parts form one body to work together.

Identifying leaders, apprentices, hosts, and future hosts allows us to scale groups to expand

for more systems of care. 

4. SMALLER GROUPS ARE TRANSFORMATIONAL

Groups encourage us to grow spiritually while in relationship with others. They are a place to

learn and apply scripture; to be cared for and to care for others; and to reflect the love,

acceptance, and forgiveness of Christ. When we do life together in the trenches, receiving

the love, support and encouragement of others, we are changed from the inside out.

NEIGHBORHOOD GROUPS PROVIDES A MODEL

We all live busy lives, so centering groups around neighborhoods allows you to connect

easier, more frequently, and form tighter relationships with the people in your proximity. It

allows you to invite those in your close proximity to join Biblical community. It puts a team of

people in your corner ready to respond to local needs. It's not the only way to organize Life

Groups, but we have seen great success with neighborhood groups at The Journey!



LIFE GROUP MATERIAL

CONTENTS

What are you thankful for?

What is causing you stress?

Who needs our help and how can this group help them? 

Retell story from the previous meeting.

What did you do differently because of this story?

Who did you tell and what was the reaction?

1st Reading - Discuss what this passage says about God, Jesus or his plan.

2nd Reading - Discuss what this passage says about humans.

3rd Reading - What do I need to change?

Who needs to hear this story?

How can I tell them?

Who can I invite to study the Bible?

This Spring, all our Life Groups will be aligned in using Discovery Bible Study. It is a simple

method to see for oneself what the Bible says about life's big questions. The following is a

sample of the full leader guide, which is available on page 16. 

RELATIONAL

First off, the group time is designed to be relational. It is important to build friendships in a

Life Group, but also help the group get beyond talking about surface issues. 3 simple

questions allows for each member to share as deep as they want while providing enough

structure to keep the sharing moving.  

LOOK BACK

Each session looks back at the previous week to recap and retell the Biblical story. There is

also accountability built in as the group can share how last week's passage changed them.

We do not study the Bible to simply gain knowledge, rather we study so our lives can align

more closely with Jesus and we can share the Good News of Jesus with the world, starting

with those in our neighborhood!  

READ, RETELL, & REFLECT

A selected passage is read aloud and then the group works to retell the passage by memory,

filling in whatever was missed. This helps engrain the passage to memory. 

 

The passage is then read again with a specific agenda of reflection:

ACTION

Each meeting ends with an action plan for each person. It helps the group to apply what

they are learning and keep a focus on inviting a friend or neighbor into this safe place to

connect, study Scripture and grow. Inviting others keeps us focused on the Great

Commission and developing those in our groups to lead new groups. 

Learn more at www.dbsguide.org

and thejourneynova.org/resources/
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https://s3.amazonaws.com/media.cloversites.com/7f/7f00cea0-95e8-43c4-b482-8c4688998105/documents/Discovery_Bible_Study_Leader_Guide.pdf


LEADERSHIP ROLES
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The Journey wants to see people take their next steps in the journey towards Jesus. 

 Entering into a leadership role in the church allows for situational learning, mutual

accountability, and ongoing coaching to occur. By offering a variety of leadership roles

within Life Groups, we can offer more people the growth opportunities that will allow us

to encourage relationships, facilitate life change, and grow the number of groups in our

community. 

LEADER

Prayer - Your first responsibility is to pray regularly for your group and its individuals.

Facilitate - Lead the discussion, keeping it within the guidelines of the Discovery Bible

Study format, and ensure that all can share in a safe environment.  

Recruit - Call those in your group to higher levels of leadership. Also, ensure that the

group keeps an outreach, invitation mindset and is always willing to welcome new guests

into the group.

APPRENTICE 

Communicate - Help the group stay in contact during the week. 

Attendance - Track attendance each week using the Lead app or CCB website.

Assist - Facilitate the discussion once a month and receive feedback from the leader. 

Prepare - As the group grows (each session ends with the question "Who can I invite), be

prepared to lead your own group in the future. 

 

HOST 

Plan - Make a plan for the group to meet in your space (home, backyard, park), keeping 

 in mind seating, ambiance, and childcare options if needed.

Delegate - Encourage community by sharing food and drink responsibilities with the rest

of the group. 

COACH

Guide - Provide oversight and support to your Life Group leaders. Meet with leaders to

train in leadership skills and troubleshoot any issues.

Prayer - Pray regularly for your leaders and their groups.

Recruit - Train your leaders in how to train their apprentice and watch for readiness to

multiply or to move into a coaching role.

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

All Life Group leadership roles are to possess a teachable spirit and be willing to learn.

This means being willing to set aside time for ongoing coaching, equipping, and

leadership development. This will come through our Basecamp gatherings for leaders

throughout the year and a coaching relationship.  

https://www.churchcommunitybuilder.com/lead-app
https://thejourneynova.ccbchurch.com/


FIRST STEPS: PLANNING YOUR
GROUP 

CONTENTS

Which Day/Night/Time will your group meet?

Ex: Tues. evenings, 7-8:30pm

Setup for Children

What can the group expect for their children who may attend? Options can include: Hire a

babysitter, one parent take turns, rotate meeting with men/women separately so a parent can

stay with kids, etc.

The Journey has a list of Journey Teens who can babysit and funds available to help groups

offset the cost of babysitters. 

If childcare is not possible due to the host location, make this clearly stated in all group

publicity.

COVID Strategy

In order to promote the health and safety of all those participating in Life Groups, we ask that

groups follow CDC recommendations to mitigate the spread of Covid-19. Masks should be

optional for participants. Do not make participants answer medical-related questions nor prove

vaccination status. Showing openness, love, kindness, and grace is important. Group leaders

and hosts should discuss their expectations and be on the same page for how they will handle

situations.

Discuss: Socially distance seating, outdoor meeting options, if children will wear masks similar

to school, staying home if sick, and how all in the group can feel comfortable.  

Once you’ve been approved to launch a new group, here are a few things you need to know, you’ll

want to think through, and then spend time praying about for your group to succeed.

12 SESSIONS THIS SPRING

This Spring we are asking people to join a group for just 12 sessions. Keeping the perceived commitment

low is a motivator for people to join. Also, having an end date helps people have closure and the  ability

to make changes for their involvement in May.

CLARIFY LOGISTICS

Very quickly, each group leader and host will need to come to an agreement on the logistics of their

group. 

MEET YOUR LEADERSHIP TEAM

Plan at least a one hour meeting after the Spring Kickoff Party to meet up with your the leadership

team of your group (Leader, Host, Apprentice). Make sure everyone knows each other, share your

previous experiences in groups, and go over both the Discovery Bible format and the responsibilities for

each role. Pray for your group and who God will bring under your care. 
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NEXT STEPS: RECRUITING

CONTENTS

God will send the right people to your group. Take the time to be in prayer for who that might be

and be ready for it to look different than what you may expect!  

Communicate the logistical details of your group to Daniel at daniel@thejourneynova.org

We will list your group on our website, sharing only your last name, date/time, and neighborhood for

security purposes. Prospective attenders can email The Journey so we can forward you contact

information in order to reach out.  

On Sunday mornings, we will set up ways for people to sign up via our app, listings on chairs, etc.

We will not push one group over another group from the stage, unless it is a very specific group like

Financial Peace.

Even though you will likely receive several emails of interest about your group through email, the

best way to build a group has always been through personal invitation. Again, pray and ask God to

show you who to invite!

When someone requests information about your group online, we will notify you and provide contact

information. DO NOT WAIT to contact them! They want to know more so please contact them ASAP!

The longer you wait, the better the chance they never connect at The Journey.

Please respond to your new group member(s) within 24 hours. Let them know you received their

information, and are excited they want info about your group. 

REMEMBER, it is possible many of the people joining your group have NEVER been in a group

before. They do not know what to expect. Your initial contact can do much to reduce any

apprehensions. Ask if they have any questions you can answer, and be sure they have directions to

your first meeting location.

Adding people to your group underscores the importance of group multiplication! Constantly sell

the vision of your group multiplying and raise up future leaders and hosts. 

If applicable, confirm child care provider arrangements for your group.

The Journey will give you a list of possible child care people, but you need to contact them and set

up arrangements. 

The cost of babysitting can be offset from The Journey. Please discuss your needs with Daniel. 

1 - START PRAYING FOR WHO GOD WANTS IN YOUR GROUP?

2 - ADVERTISE YOUR GROUP 

3 - PERSONALLY INVITE PEOPLE TO YOUR GROUP

4 - IMMEDIATELY CONTACT THE PEOPLE WHO REQUEST INFORMATION FOR YOUR GROUP

5 - CONFIRM YOUR CHILD CARE PROVIDER
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ROLES: THE HOST
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Make sure the place you meet is a great space. It doesn't need to be big, just inviting to others. 

The space should be clean, decluttered, and look like guests are expected.

If the home has animals, please let people know BEFORE showing up. Some are allergic or

afraid of certain animals.

There is nothing that sets people at ease more than having something to eat. It gives people

something to talk about, to keep them busy, and set aside anxieties. 

Have different people or the whole group bring food each time you meet.

One idea is to have food themes for each gathering: desserts, appetizers, ethnic food, etc. Mix

it up to add some spice to the group!

Have enough food. Nothing worse than there not being enough for people to eat.

Have music playing in the background (doesn't have to be Christian music).

Have the big  game on TV. Maybe a great way to get guys on the fringe to talk or participate.

Set out decorations or games for people to see or play.

Set up outside on a great night or day. When the weather is nice, people love to be outside!

How long have you been attending The Journey? How did you hear about the church?

Tell us a little about you. Where did you grow up? What brought to this area?

What is something about The Journey that keeps you coming back?

SUGGESTIONS FOR YOUR FIRST MEETING

1 - A great host home.

2 - Have food!

3 - Make the host space a fun space.

Keep energy and lighting high, and your background music upbeat!

USE AN ICEBREAKER

Come prepared with a couple of ice-breaker questions to start the conversation. Something fun

and unpredictable is always good. 

For your first time together, here are some great ice breaker questions...



ROLES: THE
APPRENTICE
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COMMUNICATE

A group email and text thread will help the group connect throughout the week. Encourage both

serious dialogue and lighthearted discussion. Celebrate things like birthdays and anniversaries. 

ATTENDANCE

It is important to know who is actually a part of your Life Group. Using the LEAD mobile app or CCB

website, you can quickly keep track of your attendance each week. Search LEAD In your phone's

app store. The developer Is Church Community Builder, Inc. 

To Add Group Members: 

https://chms.pushpay.com/s/article/How-to-Add-to-Groups

To Take Attendance:

https://chms.pushpay.com/s/article/Taking-Attendance

https://chms.pushpay.com/s/article/How-To-LEAD-App-Groups#Attendance 

ASSIST

You are the backup facilitator for the group leader. You may be called to fill in if the leader must

miss Life Group, but it's also healthy to lead the discussion while the leader is there. This gives you

an opportunity to practice leading with a safety net and receive helpful feedback from the leader

for your leadership development

PREPARE

Be prepared to grow! These groups are designed to grow, with each session ending with the

question "Who can I invite?" As more people are added to the group and the size begins to outgrow

the space and limit quality discussion, the group must be prepared to multiply. You are being

trained as a group leader to support this growth.  

https://www.churchcommunitybuilder.com/lead-app
https://thejourneynova.ccbchurch.com/
https://thejourneynova.ccbchurch.com/
https://chms.pushpay.com/s/article/How-to-Add-to-Groups
https://chms.pushpay.com/s/article/Taking-Attendance
https://chms.pushpay.com/s/article/How-To-LEAD-App-Groups#Attendance
https://chms.pushpay.com/s/article/How-To-LEAD-App-Groups#Attendance


ROLES: THE LEADER

CONTENTS

CULTURE

You set the tone for the group. Everyone will take their cues from you. Keep the group focused on

building authentic relationships as this will be the basis for all the ministry that will happen in your

group. You will be challenged as a leader 

PRAYER

Pray regularly for your group and its individuals. Build a culture of prayer by keeping track of the

things your group is praying for and encouraging prayer throughout the week. Take the lead with

opening and closing the group in prayer each week, or encourage others to do so. 

FACILITATE

Guard the discussion time, ensuring that all stay focused on the question being asked In the Discovery

Bible Study format. 

Silence is tough but also ok. Don't jump into the silence. Let someone answer. You will also find

people who want to answer EVERY questions. Politely ask them to hold off and let others answer. 

Some of the best moments in groups comes from informal conversations before and after groups.

Structure the study time so that you can get through the material, while allowing people to catch up

before and after. It is recommended that groups last an hour and a half. Ending on time will set a

positive precedent so people know what to expect. 

RECRUIT

Call those in your group to higher levels of leadership. Always be looking for your next apprentice

leader and host. Include specific people into the discussion and prayer to challenge others and help

them see their potential. We always want to be developing that next group of leaders here at The

Journey.

 

Ensure that the group keeps an outreach, invitation mindset. The group time should be for the group,

but always open to welcome new guests.
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ROLES: THE COACH

CONTENTS

GUIDE

You provide oversight, care, and support for the Life Group leaders assigned to you.  You assist with

administrative details and are the main source of communication to the Life Group leaders. Leaders

will rely on you for guidance in starting their groups and troubleshooting issues that might arise during

the semester. You will also facilitate the leaders supporting each other and the sharing of strategies

between leaders.  Coaches will meet with leaders at least 3 times each semester to train in

leadership skills and pray for their leaders. Coaches should also visit their leaders' groups once a

semester to participate in the group and encourage them.

PRAYER

Pray regularly for your leaders and their group. Gather prayer requests from your leaders and use your

meetings together as an opportunity to encourage your leader and pray together.

RECRUIT

Always be looking for ways to guide your leaders to grow in their leadership skills. Remind your

leaders to be looking themselves for potential apprentices and train them in how to train others to be

Life Group Leaders. Watch for signs when an apprentice is ready to lead or when a group is ready to

multiply and assist your leaders in that process. Identify when your leader might be ready to move into

a coaching role. We always want to be developing that next group of leaders here at The Journey.
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ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS
FOR GREAT GROUPS

CONTENTS

FOOD & FUN

Food & fun will keep people coming back! Make sure it is a part of each gathering. Include a special

social event or two each semester too.

PRAYER

Prayer is fundamental to growing in our intimacy with God. Intentionally scheduling a portion of your

group time for prayer, will help each person see growth in their own lives. The cool part is seeing prayer

needs answered by God!

ICEBREAKERS

They break tension and bring about a better understanding of each person in your group. Over time,

people's stories begin to be shared at this time. Keep these light!

DISCUSSIONS

Leading a Group is more about encouraging everyone’s participation. The leader should spend only

20% of their time talking, while investing 80% of their time listening and keeping the conversation

flowing. Use discernment and skills to keep the group focused.

SHEPHERDING

Small Group Leaders are viewed as an extension of the pastoral staff and elder team. How you

shepherd and care for your group is therefore, a pastoral response. Grace, compassion, care, and

prayer, combined with a phone call or hand written note mid-semester will go far to assure your group

members will feel well cared for.

SERVING

One of the truest marks of a disciple of Christ is their willingness to serve others. Serving alongside

others you know always enhances the experience! Make sure your group is serving each other and also

serving in the community or through The Journey regularly. We love it when you set an expectation that

your group begins to serve on Sundays!

ACCOUNTABILITY

All members of Life Group leadership will complete both required confidentiality agreements and

background checks. Remember: The Journey is trusting you with the shepherding of its people.  
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ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS
FOR GREAT GROUPS
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LOVE, ACCEPTANCE, & FORGIVENESS 

Your ability to offer the forgiveness of God through the blood of Christ is one of your most valuable

assets as a spiritual leader. There is tremendous power and depth in the forgiveness you share with

someone weighed down by brokenness and guilt. Scripture is full of passages that bring hope and

healing. As leader, be prepared to love, accept, and to offer forgiveness through Jesus when needed.

CRISIS CARE

No one is ever really prepared when an unexpected crisis hits. Whether a flooded house, a medical

emergency, or a death in the family, your group’s willingness to step in and take action to ease the

pain, relieve the pressure or assist with practical care, is a testimony to what Jesus calls us to do in the

Body of Christ. When Life Groups respond to fill these types of needs it is evidence that our structure of

care is working!

REQUIRED REPORTING

Chances are the longer you lead groups the better the chance you will hear stories that will break your

heart. Some of what is shared with you needs immediate attention that neither you, your group, nor the

church are capable to help with. If someone shares their desire to self harm, hurt someone else, or if

abuse of ANY KIND is taking place (especially sexual and physical abuse), contact pastoral staff

IMMEDIATELY. We are REQUIRED to report it to the authorities. 

SHARE LEADERSHIP

When you share leadership opportunities with others in your group, you not only ease the strain on you

as the sole leader, but you are also able to observe and identify prospective future leader or apprentice

candidates. With prayerful consideration, invite them to lead with you. Remember, sometimes the best

leaders aren't the loudest voices! When you find a possible leader, invite them into this model...

STEP 1 - I MODEL: I do it.

STEP 2 - I MENTOR: I do it and you watch me.

STEP 3 - I MONITOR: You do it and I watch you.

STEP 4 - I MOTIVATE: You do it.

STEP 5 - WE MULTIPLY: You do it and train someone else.

NOT ESSENTIAL BUT A GREAT TOUCH - WORSHIP

Sometimes spending time singing a couple of worship songs, or simply listening with your eyes closed,

gets the group ready for the evening. You don't need instruments to make it worth while. CD player or

just a leader can be perfect. Worship is not essential but may be a good addition to your time.



WHAT NOT TO DO
NO ALCOHOL DURING REGULAR GROUP TIME

We ask that you do not serve alcohol during your regular Life Group sessions. Your group members

look to you as a spiritual leader. Some people in your group may be making every effort to leave bad

habits behind, as the old self dies and the new self is re-born. We ask that you are careful what you

model so that you do not create a stumbling block for anyone. 

Be careful, however, that the exercise of your freedom 

does not become a stumbling block to the weak.

1 Corinthians 8:9

NO BUSINESS

No soliciting or asking for business inside of your group. No using email lists for the purpose of any

kind of business or prospecting. This includes - but is not limited to - real estate, multi level marketing,

or personal business ventures. If someone in your group is using the group to grow their business, we

first ask you to talk to them asking them to stop. Remind them groups are supposed to be a safe

place for people to attend and not feel as if they are being used for some other purpose. If a person

in your group continues to use the group in this method, contact pastoral staff to have a conversation

with that individual. 

NO OFFERINGS

Group leaders may collect monies for small group study purchases, food or child care reimbursement.

However, no offering in any shape or form should be taken up in a group. We encourage attenders of

The Journey to give to the general offering or the few designated funds that are approved throughout

the year. This allows The Journey's approved budget (and our accounting practices that provide

accountability) to meet the needs and priorities our leadership establishes. 

NO UNAPPROVED GUEST SPEAKERS

There may be times you feel a guest speaker would fit your topic very well. They have the experience,

the story to share, etc. If you are planning on a guest speaker to talk to your group, they must be pre-

approved by pastoral staff. We want to make sure nothing theological unsound is being shared within

our groups.
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END OF SEMESTER
CELEBRATION!
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THROW A PARTY!

The end of the semester is a great time to celebrate! A party, a cookout, whatever it may be to let

everyone know how great the group was to lead. Take time to hear stories, recap how God answered

prayers, how people in the group were transformed, anything where people can share how the group

impacted their lives. 

DISCUSS WHAT'S NEXT FOR THE GROUP

While it’s comfortable to stay with the same group, one of the benefits of the semester group format is

that people can easily step in or out of groups during the year. This enables them to meet more new

people, explore a variety of types of studies, and experience a wide range of leadership styles. 

We encourage leaders at the end of each semester to release everyone, but also to invite anyone into

the group. It’s the group members option to move on or to stay with you another semester. Ideally, after

two semesters, you and they are ready to move into new group relationships. We want to keep our

groups fresh. The more people stick together the greater the chance of cliques growing within the

church.

If you are leading the following semester, keep in touch casually during the break with your group. Find

out who’s returning so you’ll know your availability to add new people next semester. 

PRAYER

Finish the semester with the group gathering to pray one last time. A good idea is to have everyone

stand, grab hands of those around them, and for you to pray over each person or couple. 
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DISCOVERY BIBLE
STUDY GUIDE



SELECTED STUDY
PASSAGES: OPTION 1
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THEME: DISCOVER GOD - Who God Is and What He Is Like

               TOPIC                                                                                        PASSAGE                   

Week 1:  Creation                                                                                   Genesis 1

Week 2: Creation of people                                                                 Genesis 2 

Week 3: Disobedience of people                                                     Genesis 3

Week 4: Noah and The Flood                                                           Genesis 6:5 to 8:14

Week 5: God's promise with Noah                                                    Mark 1:35; Psalm 19:7-11

Week 6: God speaks to Abraham                                                     Genesis 12:1-7; 15:1-6   

Week 7: God's commands to His people                                          Exodus 20:1-21

Week 8: David becomes king of Abraham's descendants                 1 Samuel 16:1-13; 2 Sam 7:1-28

Week 9: King David and Bathsheba                                                      2 Samuel 11:1-27

Week 10: Nathan's story                                                                    2 Samuel 12:1-25

Week 11: David asks for forgiveness for the sins he committed         Psalm 51:1-17

Week 12: God promises a Savior will come                                       Isaiah 53             

Supplemental Material:

Genesis 1: 1: Trust The Story BEMA Podcast
Genesis 2: 2: Knowing When to Say "Enough" BEMA Podcast
Noah: 4: His Bow in the Clouds BEMA Podcast
Abraham: 9: Letting Go BEMA Podcast
David: 39: A King After God's Own Heart BEMA Podcast
Additional material will be updated throughout the semester at

 https://thejourneynova.org/resources/

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the-bema-podcast/id1148115183?i=1000375077943
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the-bema-podcast/id1148115183?i=1000375340016
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the-bema-podcast/id1148115183?i=1000376282679
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the-bema-podcast/id1148115183?i=1000377965809
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the-bema-podcast/id1148115183?i=1000448555181
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THEME: DISCOVER JESUS - Who Jesus Is and Why He Came

               TOPIC                                                                                        PASSAGE                   

Week 1:  A Savior is born                                                                        Matthew 1:18-25

Week 2: Jesus' baptism                                                                         Matthew 3

Week 3: 3 stories of who does and doesn't have faith                     Luke 18:9-30

Week 4: Jesus and Zacchaeus                                                         Luke 19:1-10

Week 5: Jesus is the only way                                                           John 14:1-15

Week 6: Connection to The Father & others                                    John 15:1-17

Week 7: The Last Dinner                                                                   Luke 22:14-23

Week 8: The garden and betrayal                                                    Luke 22:39-53

Week 9: The trial of Jesus.                                                                    Luke 22:66 - 23:25

Week 10: Jesus is executed                                                              Luke 23:33-56

Week 11: Jesus is alive                                                                       Luke 24

Week 12: The example of Jesus                                                        Philippians 2:1-11

Supplemental Material:

Matthew: 84: Mumzer BEMA Podcast
John: 87: Grafted BEMA Podcast
Luke: 86: Ordered BEMA Podcast

Additional material will be updated throughout the semester at 

 https://thejourneynova.org/resources/

SELECTED STUDY
PASSAGES: OPTION 2

Philippians: 159: Joy BEMA Podcast

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the-bema-podcast/id1148115183?i=1000448555151
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the-bema-podcast/id1148115183?i=1000448555217
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the-bema-podcast/id1148115183?i=1000448555186
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the-bema-podcast/id1148115183?i=1000468276621


KEY DATES

JANUARY 23RD

JANUARY 30TH

APRIL 3RD

APRIL 17TH

MAY 22ND

SPRING KICKOFF/LIFE GROUP SIGNUPS

GROUPS START

NO MEETING FOR SPRING BREAK

EASTER WEEK

PARTY FOR THE END OF SEMESTER


